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ABOUT US
MILLER TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

Founded in 1928, Miller Electric 

Company has grown from a local 

electrical contractor to a national 

company licensed in nearly all 50 

states. With over 2,900 employees, we 

provide a diversified range of services 

to a vast number of markets. We have 

worked hard to preserve our founder’s 

principles of quality and customer 

service while expanding our reach  

and capabilities. 

In today’s rapidly changing 

environment, we remain grounded 

in our core values and committed to 

our mission. We are committed to 

bringing you quality and innovation 

at every turn. We are in the business 

of powering the possibilities of a more 

connected future. Let us bring those 

possibilities to you.
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ERCES (PUBLIC SAFETY DAS)

An Emergency Radio Communication Enhancement 
System (ERCES), is a two-way radio signal booster used to 
enhance the radio frequency bands used by first responders 
and safety professionals. The ERCES (also known as a Public 
Safety DAS) uses Bi-directional amplifier (BDA) technology 
to enhance two-way radio service via an antenna system. 
A BDA is installed in a facility and brings wireless signals 
from an outside source into the building. Once inside, a 
booster amplifies the signals and disperses them equally via 
a distributed antenna system (DAS). This system guarantees 
that our first responders can maintain reliable wireless 
communications within a structure during fires, natural 
disasters, and other life-threatening situations. 

The need for better emergency communications became 
apparent during the terrorist attack of 9/11. During the 
tragedy, police officers and firefighters had great difficulty 
communicating with their team members inside the World 
Trade Center. This tragedy prompted changes to the NFPA 
and IFC building codes, which significantly improved first 
responder wireless communications.



We know that this fast-approaching 
deadline comes as a surprise to many 
building owners and operators. 
We can help relieve some of that 
pressure with our excellent, in-house 
finance options. Our process is simple, 
convenient, and predictable. More 
importantly, it allows you to conserve 
cash and proceed with business as 
usual, all while improving the safety 
and connectivity of your occupants.

Many states have adopted the NFPA and IFC codes; some have 
even passed ordinances mandating enhanced in-building 
coverage for first responders. Every new building must meet a 
minimum level of emergency communication reliability. Many 
jurisdictions require existing structures to undergo testing to 
determine if an ERCES is needed.

In Florida, a recently passed law (Florida Statute 633.202) requires 
that Hi-rise commercial and residential buildings be tested, 
designed, and permitted by 12/31/2022 with compliance by 
12/31/2024. Building owners and operators are responsible for 
having their facility tested by a certified professional and, if 
required, have an ERCES installed. 
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CONTACT US
For a consultation to craft a custom 
wireless network solution designed to 
keep your building, campus or venue 
connected.

Call:

1-800-554-4761
or email:

DAS@mecojax.com

ERCES MANDATES FINANCING OPTIONS



FT. LAUDERDALE, FL

TAMPA, FL

GAINESVILLE, FL

CHARLOTTE, NC

JACKSONVILLE, FL

LITTLE ROCK, AR
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ATLANTA, GA

SALEM, VA
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MILWAUKEE, WI

DALLAS, TX

PHOENIX, AZ
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NASHVILLE, TN

ORLANDO, FL
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